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course project

defining your project idea

evaluation & schedule
defining your project

something that you can do between now and early June

you will work in teams of 2-3 people

options for project
  define your own idea: data analysis (qualitative or quantitative), machine learning, visualization, theoretical critique, etc.
  talk to me immediately if you need ideas

data
  use ready-to-use publicly available datasets
  collect your own data
project schedule & evaluation

0. team building
   email me the list of your team members by Friday 08.03.2019

1. project definition presentation on Friday 22.03.2019
   10-minute presentation of your project proposal
   title, problem, goals, approach, evaluation

2. project progress presentation on Friday 03.05.2019
   10-minute presentation of your project progress

3. final project presentation & project report on Friday 07.06.2019
   talk: 20-minute presentation
   report: ACM conference short paper format (5 pages + references)
some pointers to datasets

ICWSM data repository (mainly Twitter but other things too)

Figure Eight (formerly Crowdflower) data for everyone
http://www.figure-eight.com/data-for-everyone

Yelp open dataset
http://www.yelp.com/dataset

KDD nuggets (most are not social data)
http://www.kdnuggets.com/datasets/index.html

examples of previous projects:
http://www.idiap.ch/~gatica/teaching-csm/2019/projects/examples.zip
questions?

gatica@idiap.ch
daniel.gatica-perez@epfl.ch
@dgaticaperez